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MSPICE RUB is a well-balanced basic rub line, that features 
four high-quality spice blends inspired by Mexican, 
Mediterranean and Nordic traditions. Flavorful mixes are 
made from crushed spices and herbs boosted with umami 
flavor and this is a time and cost saving all included solution 
to be rubbed on chicken, beef or pork before to cooking. It 
is also possible to use them in meat-free dishes, for example 
vegetarian foods, just to add flavor and mouthfeel.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Four basic opportunities to be used in a wide range of meat products! 
     
❖ MSPICE RUB 

ALLROUND 

If you are looking for a rub that fits everybody’s taste buds, this is 

what you are searching for! Great tasting rub includes multiple herbs, 

bell pepper, a hint of chili and real sea salt. Can be used for a wide 

range of products. 

 

❖ MSPICE RUB 

FAJITA 
Warm and spicy Mexican style rub with some bell pepper, cayenne 

and refreshing herbs is the favorite of the whole family! Can be used 

for chicken, pork and beef. 

 

❖ MSPICE RUB 

HERBS 
A delicate Mediterranean style rub is full of fresh herby flavors with a 

hint of tomato and citrus peel. Fits perfectly for chicken. 

  

❖ MSPICE RUB 

PEPPER 
A rich and visually beautiful peppery rub is the best what you can give 

for a meaty steak! The combination of four different peppers won’t 

let you down. Fits best for beef and pork. 

  

DOSAGE SUGGESTION:  2-4 %  
(depending of the dosage, the salt content will be 0.6-1.2 % of the end product) 

BENEFITS TO THE PROCESS AND FINAL PRODUCT 

HIGH QUALITY Seasonings are made from best raw materials to maximize the intensity of the taste. 

EASY MADE Seasonings include everything needed to the perfect flavour. 

NEW IDEAS We offer new ideas for amazing tastes. 

ALLERGEN FREE Seasonings are totally allergen free. 

MSG FREE Seasonings are sodium glutamate free. 

 


